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1. Backreaction vs Exact Soln and Test Field Approx.
2. Backreaction from an Open System’s Perspective
3. Backreaction in Gravitation and Cosmology:
3 Levels of theoretical structures: QFTCST,
Semiclassial Gravity, Stochastic Gravity
4. Moving Atom, Radiating Black Hole, Early Universe:
Backreaction a la Fluctuation-Dissipation Relations
5. Going deeper: N Detector-Quantum Field System
6. New relation: Correlation-Propagation Relations
7. Applications: Energy / Entropy, Quantum Information

A system interacting with a Quantum Field
System: Atoms / Detectors (with internal dof), q black hole (as atom),
the universe (scale factor a obeys HO eq with – freq^2)

Quantum Field processes:

- vac polarization (e.g., trace anomaly), fluctuations (e.g., Casimir eff)
- particle creation
from vacuum fluctuations parametrically amplified, e.g.,
dynamical Casimir effect,
in the early universe (Planck time)
in spacetimes with event horizons:
black holes: Hawking radiation, in de Sitter universe (static)
uniformly accelerated detectors: Unruh radiation

Issue 2. Backreaction of field on system


The next best thing to do, short of finding an exact
solution.



The simplest time-dependent perturbation theory (TDPT)
results are valid only for a very short time span. Making
general statements based on these calculations may be
misleading. [compare with exact solutions]



Best understood from an open system perspective

1) The detector no longer behaves like a perfect thermometer. From a
calculation of the evolution of the reduced density matrix of the detector, we
find that the transition probability from the initial ground state over an
infinitely long duration of interaction derived from time-dependent perturbation
theory is valid only in shart transient, corresponding to the Markovian regime.
2) The detector at late times never sees an exact Boltzmann distribution over
the energy eigenstates of the free detector, thus in the non-Markovian regime
covering a wider range of parameters the Unruh temperature cannot be
identified inside the detector

Detector (Atom) - Field Model of BH info
II. The Model: A uniformly accelerated harmonic oscillator (UnruhDeWitt detector) in (3+1)D initially in an excited state (pure state),
coupled to a scalar field Minkowski vacuum (pure state) at t=0.
Follow what happens after t=0: Entanglement Dynamics
Environment
(field)
System
(detector, atom..)

S. Y. Lin and B. L. Hu, Class. Quant. Grav 25:154004 (2008) [arXiv: 0710.0435]
B. L. Hu and S. Y. Lin, PoSQG-Ph:019 (2007) (2008) [arXiv:0712.3643]
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Implications on BH information
Viewing the UD detector as the analog of a quantum black hole,
our results suggest:
1. All the initial information of the black hole will be encoded in its radiation
(spontaneous emission in atom analog)
-- consistent with the "no-hiding theorem" (Braunstein and Pati 2007),
-- no information is hidden in the correlation between BH and the field.
2. Only in the ultraweak coupling limit can both the BH and the field restore
most of its purity and quantum coherence.
3. In the non-Markovian regime (strong BH-field coupling), the area-eigenstate
of BH could not form a good basis, and the final state of BH would be a
complicated mixed state distributed widely from the ground state to the
highly excited area-eigenstates.
4. Therefore, at late times BH could end up as a large remnant (with

large expectation value of area operator) with all its initial
information already leaked out and dispersed into the quantum field.
20

Issues 3: Stochasticity and nonMarkovianity
Nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics: Open Systems
- Classical: Projection Operator Formalism Zwangzig-Mori (57,61) Grabert
- Quantum: Influence Functional Formalism Feynman-Vernon (63)
To see the non-Markovianity property: Begin with 2 coupled subsystems S1 and S2, each obeying a
2nd order ODE. Solve the cpld system of ODEs self-consistently for each subsystem dynamics.
If only the dynamics of S1 is of interest, one can convert this system of equations into one integraldifferential equation for just the dynamical variable of S1, but with backreaction from S2
The kernel is time-nonlocal: Because the dynamical time scales of S2 is different from that of S1.
Thus backreaction naturally introduces memory effects.
When S2 is assumed to have many more dof than S1, it is regarded as an environment E to S.
In an open system approach, one focuses on the dynamics of one chosen subsystem, coarse-grain
(CG) the E and assign some distribution function for its fluctuations. The correlations of these
stochastic variables are in general not a delta function: Colored noise.
The backreaction of CG - E (colored noise) on the system generates nonlocal dissipative dynamics
Noise (in E) and Dissipation (in S) are governed by a Fluctuation-Dissipation Relation.

“Opening up” a Quantum Closed System

nonMarkovianity:

Back-action of environment on the open
system always bring in memory: nonlocal kernels

Quantum
Open System

Issues in an Open System paradigm
1. Stochasticity: Noise/ Fluctuations from coarsegrained environment: Colored noise
2. Backreaction of coarse-grained environment E
on the system S: Memory
3. Nonunitarity: Dissipative (nonlocal) Dynamics
of Opened system.
4. NonMarkovianity: different dynamics of S vs E
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Quantum Brownian Motion (QBM) via the
Influence Functional (IF) Method (Feynman Vernon 1963)
Open Quantum Systems:
System S (harmonic osc, Unruh-DeWitt detector, harmonic atom. Q
black hole) + Environment E (quantum scalar field)
Osc with time-independent frequency: Caldeira-Leggett (83) Markov master
eqn; Grabert Ingold Schramm (88) Unruh Zurek (89) Hu- Paz- Zhang (92)
nonMarkovian master equation for a general environment

Osc with time-dependent frequency: Hu Matacz (94)  Quantum optics
Introduce a detector to probe the properties of a quantum field, obtain QFT results + NEq
Stat Mech properties E.g., Hawking- Unruh effect derived from this approach

System (1HO) interacting bilinearly with
an Environment (NHO): All Gaussian

10 slides courtesy Hing-Tong Cho

Closed-Time-Path /SchwingerKeldysh/ in-in Effective Action
[Schwinger 61, Keldysh 63, Chou, Hao, Su, Yu 1981, Calzetta Hu 1987, 88 …]

where S IF is the Influence Action.

where Gn are the Schwinger-Keldysh or closed time path (+, -) propagators:

η is used in HPZ92, called µ in later papers

Spectral density I(ω)

Called µ in later papers
(later)

Feynman-Vernon Gaussian
Integral Identity, Noise Kernel

Equation of Motion
from the influence action

called µ in later papers

Langevin Equation
Dissipation kernel

γ is called the damping kernel

(called µ in later papers)

Issue 4:

Fluctuation-Dissipation Relation
γ called damping kernel

Note the existence of FDR is a condition of self-consistency between
the system dynamics with backaction from the environment.
This relation originates from the unitarity In the original closed system.
The coarse-grained environmental variables are now represented by
noise and fluctuations. Their backreaction on the system imparts to it
dissipative dynamics in the now opened system.
------------------------------FDR called Optical theorem in particle physics (scattering)
Kramers Kronig relation in condensed matter physics
µ related to the dynamical susceptibility function
FDR for N detectors- Quantum Field System: Later.

Backreaction in Gravitation and Cosmology
-- Three levels of Theoretical Structure

FDR applied to Black hole &
Cosmological backreaction problems








Candelas Sciama (PRL1977) for a dynamic Kerr black
hole emitting Hawking radiation.
Mottola (PRD1986) for a static black hole (in a box) in
quasi-equilibrium with its radiation via linear response
theory
--------------Hu & Sinha (1995): Dissipation of anisotropy in Bianchi
Type I universe and fluctuations in particles creation.
Campos & Verdaguer (1996) for weakly inhomogeneous
cosmology
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Black Holes
Backreaction of Hawking radiation on the
black hole dynamics (since 80s)
Quasi-stationary: Schwarzschild metric m(t)
due to Tmn of Φ (t) but system assumed to
remain in quasi-equilibrium: Need to place the
BH in a box or in AdS space. York et al (1983)




Radiating BH: e.g., Bardeen (Vaidya metric)
28

FDR for static Black Hole (in a box)
Mottola showed that in some generalized Hartle-Hawking states a FDR
exists between the expectation values of the commutator and anticommutator of the energy-momentum tensor This FDR is similar to the
standard thermal form found in linear response theory.
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Linear Response Theory cannot provide
self-consistent backreaction description
Two Critiques
by Hu Raval Sinha (gr-qc/9901010 )
1. About LRT: It is usually based on the assumption of a
fixed, non-dynamical background (spacetime) and state
(thermal) of the matter field(s). S-E cplg vanishingly weak.
- The spacetime and the state of matter should rather be
determined in a self-consistent manner by their
dynamics under mutual influence.
2. To Candelas and Sciama (1977) the fluctuation part
represented by the noise kernel is amiss <= this is the
centerpiece and major task of Stochastic Gravity 1994-96
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Three Levels of
Theoretical Structures

Exact solutions (quantum gravity). Test Field
Approximation (QFTCST*: Level 0), Backreaction
(SCG: Level 1) w Fluctuations (StoGra: Level 2)+

* Birrell & Davies, Parker & Toms:

QFTCST (CUP 1982, 2009).
+ Hu & Verdaguer, Semiclassical and Stochastic Gravity (CUP 2020)

Backreaction of particle creation on
the Dynamics of the early universe
Consider a massless conformal scalar quantum field in a Bianchi Type I universe.
The normal modes satisfy:

where Jij is an external source for switching on the
anisotropy in the distant past. sij stochastic source - later
39

Rate of Particle production
~ Weyl curvature^2

40

Energy of particles created = integrated braking power of anisotropy damping
Quantum Field Process
Spacetime Dynamics
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s_ij Colored Noise from Fluctuations of Q Field

The noise kernel ν for the spatial
anisotropy is given by:
It is related to the damping kernel γ by a
Fluctuation-Dissipation Relation
where the fluctuation-dissipation kernel
K(η) is given by
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5. FDR+CPR
in N-Osc system + Q Field
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System: Charge, Mass, Atom, Black Hole, Universe
Environment: Quantum Field, Open Systems viewpt
Now let’s use the N detector (atom) System- Q
Field model to probe deeper into the relations
between the system and its environment,
NEq dynamics, relaxation, FDR, energy balance





between any two detectors mediated by E:
CPR, nonMarkovianity, mutual influence
45

Key points
• Quantum Brownian Motion 1 osc-scalar field bath:
Langevin eq: Dissipation in the system is balanced by
Fluctuations (noise) in the environment (scalar field)
• Fluctuation-Dissipation Relation in the (thermal) bath
• N coupled oscillators in a common scalar field bath
• FDR between the oscillators and the bath was shown
(RHA): Diagonal components of a matrix relation,
• Correlation-Propagation Relation: Off-diag components
• Combined: Generalized FDR. (CPR unknown before)
• Generalized FDR between detectors shown recently (JT)

FDR + CPR = a matrix FDR

Raval, Hu & Koks PRD 1997

(This is def in RHA96, e2G> in HHL19 = i ζ )

(RHA96 picked sin and cos mode function following Hu Matacz PRD94)

Closed-Time-Path (CTP) coarse-grained
(CG) effective action = FV influence action

Retarded
Hadamard

ρ_φ is the initial field state

Wightman
function
The Wightman function of a massless scalar field in the Minkowski vacuum
when expressed in terms of the Rindler coordinates (ξ,η) is given by:

Unruh Temperature
(generalized) Fluctuation-Dissipation (matrix) relation for the field:
Diagonal terms: FDR
Off-diagonal terms: CPR: Correlation-Propagation Relation (RHA1996)

6. CPR

Influence Functional

Two Inertial
Detectors:

(RHA96 picked sin and cos mode function following Hu Matacz PRD94)

The C()u.pled Langevin equati()ns f()r the system are

where r-x 0 is the retarded time between the two traject()
ries, and
(3.29)

We obtain the Correlation Function

FDR for N osc with time-like trajectories
ith detector on itself: radiation reaction, self force

in adv. & ret. null coord (u, v)

ith detector on jth detector: Re Zij: Correlations of the
field; Im Zij: propagation of radiation b/w two trajectories

If the two pts on different trajectories are spacelike separated, e.g.,
one in L, the other in R:
no CP relation.

CPR for Trajectories w/o horizons

Correlation-propagation relation

Two moving detectors following
arbitrary timelike trajectories zi(t)
• We can construct the FDR/CPR of the field for two
moving detectors following arbitrary timelike trajectories
zi(t) as long as they do not possess the horizons.
• However, since in this case, such constructed two-point
functions of the field in general are not timetranslationally invariant, the corresponding generalized
FDR can only be expressed in the form of a convolution
integral in time.
> Further details about FDR-CPR in J T Hsiang’s talk at RQI-Tainan

Two detectors interacting via a common field
From GFDR of Q Field environment to GFDR between
detectors: Need to solve for the system’s Neq dynamics
Fluctuations in Quantum Field: E
 Stochastic component in system dynamics

Quantum Radiation [Johnson & Hu, PRD2000]

Reactive force (self-force) on system: S





NonMarkovianity shows up in the:
Colored noise in E, correlated field fluctuations
and (nonlocal) mutual influence in S
We examine these factors in
the Neq dynamics of the internal DoF,
the condition for reaching an equilibrium
the existence FDR-CPR among them

Stochastic dynamics
Variation of the influence action yields a Langevin Eq the
internal DoF of the detector

the noise force
accounts for field fluctuations of the initial
state at the location of the detector i,
the corresponding probability distribution is Gaussian
Qi thus has a stochastic component, which is of quantum origin

Nonlocal potential, Self Force, Quantum
Radiation, FDR, nonMarkovianity,
the nonlocal term
(Lienard-Wiechert potential) depicts the stochastic motion of Qj ;
Quantum radiation emitted by Qj has two consequences:
local: reactive force (self force) which damps Q_i
nonlocal: influence from and influencing the other
detectors. Memory, History dependent, non-Markovian
it is this quantum radiation – not classical radiation --which
matches up with the field fluctuations to form the FDR (quantum
to quantum)

Generalized FDR for the system dof
we obtain a generalized FDR for the internal DoF of the detectors
(a matrix relation)

it looks similar to that of the field
it also looks similar to the one from LRT
But LRT is very restricted: Bath is nondynamical,
Our gFDR is obtained from the Neq dynamics of the system.
The final state of the system in general is NOT a canonical Gibbs
state unless the sys-bath coupling is vanishingly small
The off-diagonal terms are in general nonzero even there is no
direct interaction among the sys constituents

Generalized FDR = FDR + CPR
generalized FDR is a matrix equation containing two sets of
relations
diagonal terms: conventional fluctuation-dissipation
relations — connecting local frictional force and noise
force for each detector
off-diagonal terms: correlation-propagation relations —
relating the correlation and non-Markovian influence
between detectors;
They are not present if
(1) there is no direct interaction between detectors and
(2) the bath (QF) does not play any dynamical role

7. FDR used for Energy
Balance and Information Flow
- The generalized FDR guarantees the energy
balance between the detectors, and the balance
between the detector and the quantum field.
- Use these relations to analyze quantum
information issues for different observers in
Rindler, black hole spacetimes and inflationary
universes. Begin with mutual information.
Fluctuations, Correlations (here)  Entanglement, Teleportation (next)

- Energy/entropy, kt ln 2, Landauer relation etc.

Thank You!
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Rindler spacetime:
Uniformly accelerated detectors (UAD)
N uniformly accelerating Unruh-DeWitt detectors in an ambient scalar field in
1+1 Minkowski space,
The external degree of freedom Qi of each detector is described by

Its proper acceleration is
the field is a massless scalar field, initially prepared in global Minkowski
vacuum.
the internal DoF of the detector is modeled by a SHO.
its coupling with the field is turned on* at

The interaction action takes the form ( λi is called e_i in RHA)

the initial state of the internal DoF can be arbitrary
the field looks thermal to the detector
the internal DoF of the detector is not in equilibrium with the field, we need to follow its
nonequilibrium evolution to find out whether at late times they settle into equilibrium
J.-T. Hsiang, B. L. Hu, and S. -Y. Lin, Fluctuation-Dissipation and CorrelationPropagation Relations from the Nonequilibrium Dynamics of Detector-Quantum Field
Systems arXiv:1905.08596 (PRD)]

Black Hole Information Loss Paradox (Hawking, 1976)
Black hole radiation is in a mixed (thermal) state.
If the black hole continues to evaporate until it disappears completely,
a precisely known initial pure state (BH + field vacuum, a state with
specified classical quantities – mass, angular momentum and charge
plus full coherence information in the quantum field) will evolve to
a mixed state (nothing? + thermal radiation, a state permitting only
probability assignments to various alternatives): Breakdown of unitarity?
•

Related to the End-state issue. Could the information
- be retained by a stable BH remnant?
- be stored in a naked singularity
- be transferred to a baby universe?
- leak out with the Hawking radiation? Where does the information reside?

A. In the correlation between the field and the BH?  most particle physicists’
opinion (but countered by recent QI result of Braunstein and Pati, PRL07)
B. Transferred to the field completely, appearing to be mixed by approximately
local measurement?
(Wilczek 93)
- Information stored in field correlations, flows from lower order to higher order
(Hu, Erice 95). Can in principle be retrieved, but very difficult. Apparent
information `loss’ due to the limitation in measurement by a local observer.77

Atom analog of quantum black hole
Area of BH ~ action variable (e.g. energy) of atom
Hawking radiation of BH ~ spontaneous emission of atom
- Quantized horizon area, "area-eigenstates"
- Einstein A and B coefficients of BH
- Spectroscopy of BH

(Bekenstein 1997)
(Bekenstein and Meisels 1976)
(Bekenstein and Mukhanov 1995)

• Assume the combined (BH atom + quantum field) system is unitary.
Information gets carried away thru the Hawking radiation. But how so?
An analog: Quantum harmonic oscillator (~ BH) in a quantum field
2D: Anglin, Laflamme, Zurek and Paz 1995,
Lin and Hu, Class. Quant. Grav. 25:154004 (2008)

•

Working on a harmonic oscillator + quantum field model we obtained an
exact solution (so it includes full backreaction), and thus can treat strong
coupling and non-Markovian behavior never attainable before.
• To follow the information trail, we calculate the entanglement dynamics78
between the two sectors and see how coherence in each sector evolves.

Implications on BH information
Viewing the UD detector as the analog of a quantum black hole,
our results suggest:
1. All the initial information of the black hole will be encoded in its radiation
(spontaneous emission in atom analog)
-- consistent with the "no-hiding theorem" (Braunstein and Pati 2007),
-- no information is hidden in the correlation between BH and the field.
2. Only in the ultraweak coupling limit can both the BH and the field restore
most of its purity and quantum coherence.
3. In the non-Markovian regime (strong BH-field coupling), the area-eigenstate
of BH could not form a good basis, and the final state of BH would be a
complicated mixed state distributed widely from the ground state to the
highly excited area-eigenstates.
4. Therefore, at late times BH could end up as a large remnant (with

large expectation value of area operator) with all its initial
information already leaked out and dispersed into the quantum field.
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Quantum Twin Paradox
We expect...










[Lin, Behunin and Hu, work in progress]

Information of the initial state of the detectors will be dispersed into the
field.
Initial entanglement between the detectors, if any, would disappear
(sudden death) if the traveling time of Bob is long enough.
During the acceleration and deceleration stages, Bob will experience
something similar to the Unruh effect.
If Bob and Alice are sitting close enough to each other in the final
stage, then the field induced quantum entanglement would take over,
namely, entanglement will be created (revived) by mutual influences
mediated by the field.
No time reversal symmetry in the history of the system.
Finite time acceleration. No event horizon
Time dilation of Bob should be considered.
Mutual influence due to the deceleration of Bob does not have an
impact on Alice.
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FDR description of Backreaction of Quantum
Processes in Black holes and the Early Universe

Black Holes
Backreaction of Hawking radiation on the
black hole dynamics (since 80s)
Quasi-stationary: Schwarzschild metric m(t)
due to Tmn of Φ (t) but system assumed to
remain in quasi-equilibrium: Need to place the
BH in a box or in AdS space. York et al (1983)




Radiating BH: e.g., Bardeen (Vaidya metric)
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FDR for Black Hole (Candelas & Sciama 1977)
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Substitution of this quantity in (4.5), the left-hand-side of that equation
now represents the dissipation in area due to the Hawking flux of
gravitational radiation, and the right-hand-side comes from pure quantum
fluctuations of gravitons (as opposed to semiclassical fluctuations of
gravitational perturbations, which are induced by the presence of
quantum matter).

Critiques:

by Hu,Raval Sinha 1999

Does not relate dissipation of a certain quantity (horizon
area) to the fluctuations of the same quantity.
 Need to compute the two-point function of the area, a
four-point function of the graviton field, related to a twopoint function of the stress tensor, called Noise Kernel
 Noise Kernel, the centerpiece of stochastic gravity theory
(Hu & Verdaguer et al) enters into the FDR description of
backreaction
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